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Viki rakuten apk free

We use cookies to personalize advertising, provide social features, and analyze the use of our website. By clicking Accept, you consent to the use of our cookies. Learn MoreA brand to enjoy Asian TV shows and movies and continue where you left off. Watch your favorite TV series wherever you want Whether you're traveling with your mobile device, or cozying up in front of the
big screen living room – you can enjoy your favorite DRAMA from anywhere! Just download the Viki app! We use cookies to personalize advertising, provide social features, and analyze the use of our website. By clicking Accept, you consent to the use of our cookies. Learn MoreA brand to enjoy Asian TV shows and movies and continue where you left off. Google's social network
for video games Streaming movies, TV shows, sports and more official YouTube applications for AndroidTV Official PlayStation app Download movies and streaming programs All Sony LIV shows in your pocket Your young children can now also enjoy YouTube Watch all the TV series , Asian movies and TV shows have your favorite subtitles from Korea, mainland China, Taiwan,
Japan, and Thailand anytime, anywhere, with Rakuten Viki. Stream free TV series and movies or sign up for Viki Pass for a great HD experience, with absolutely no ads. Our award-winning Kdramas collection, other Asian dramas, movies, groceries, musical performances and more, there will surely be something for everyone. With the Rakuten Viki mobile app, you can watch
Asian entertainment both at home and on the go. RAKUTEN VIKI OFFERSSubtitles: Access to thousands of Asian tv series and film subtitles. Korean dramas: Watch the most popular Korean shows and Kdramas, including Hotel Del Luna, What's Wrong With Secretary Kim?, and Tale of the Nine-Tailed. Enjoy an extensive library of timeless classic Korean dramas covering all
your favorite movies, such as Boys Over Flowers, Heirs, Goblin and Descendants of the Sun. Mainland Chinese Dramas: Stream Mainland China's most popular TV series, including Nirvana in Fire, Go Go Squid!, Eternal Love, Princess Agents, Scarlet Heart and Legend of Fuyao.Taiwanese Dramas: Watch Taiwan's latest TV series, including Attention, Love!, HIStory, Before We
Get Married, Refresh Man, and Behind Your Smile.Japanese Dramas : Stream Japan's top dramas, including You're My Pet, Mischievous Kiss, In Time With You, and Hakuouki SSL. Movies: Stream all your favorite Asian movies, including The Beauty Inside, A Werewolf The Man From Nowhere, The Outlaws, On Your Wedding Day and more. Kpop: See top Korean idol groups
like BTS, BLACKPINK, Twice, Exo, Monsta X, GOT7 and more, in all your favorite Korean grocery shows, Kdramas and award shows. Volunteer community: Help break down language barriers and spread the best of Asian entertainment to millions of other fans around the world through subtitle contributions. Translate programs in more than 150 languages and join our
Community of Qualified Collaborators (QC) to qualify and prizes! See List: Create a personal list to save your favorite shows and see later. Comments over time: Interact with other users by leaving comments on the video at a certain time. Ratings and Reviews: Join the discussion and show rates above 10. Submit reviews to help other Viki users decide whether they should watch
a show or movie. Learn mode: Use the feature on the media viewer to learn a variety of languages, including Korean, Chinese and Japanese TV and playables.Streaming: Rakuten Viki is available on Roku, Android TV, Apple TV, Google Chromecast and FireTV.KOCOWA: Visit KOCOWA with Viki Pass Plus to watch Asian TV and movies from KBS, SBS and MBC. Legal
streaming: Rakuten Viki legally licenses all of its content. The availableness of programs (including those listed above) may vary by territory. Try the free Viki Card for the first 7 days! Check out the plans questions, comments or suggestions? Contact us at mobile@viki.com Find out how you can become a Qualified Contributor (QC) at of Use: Privacy Policy: In this release, you can
expect a cleaner and simpler search experience. Happy watching! In this release, we bring you a whole new Movie page and improve the viewing experience. Please enjoy. In this release, we refreshed our video player: 1. created the end of the video experience to better transition episode2. Enhance control over your TV series and subtitle hoy interests Hope you like and thank
you for watching with Viki. In this release, we updated the design of the video player. And, as always, fix the bug. Enjoy! In this release, we updated the design of the video player. And, as always, fix the bug. Enjoy! As always, we've worked hard to make sure Viki stays active, stable, and committed to your viewing needs. As always, we've worked hard to make sure Viki stays
active, stable, and committed to your viewing needs. As always, we've worked hard to make sure Viki stays active, stable, and committed to your viewing needs. In this release, we bring you a sparkling new Continue Watching feature. Now you can easily continue your beloved drama that you had to pause to go about your busy schedule. What's new: We've redesigned our home
screen to increase the ease of discovering your exciting programs. You can add your shows to your Watch List (formerly Later) to enjoy them later. We have also listened to you and enhanced your self-service capabilities at our Help Center. What's new: We redesign our home screen to increase the ease of discovering your exciting programs. You can add your shows to your
Watch List (formerly Later) to enjoy them later. We have also listened to you and enhanced your self-service capabilities at our Help Center. Enjoy a better full-screen viewing experience! - You can now pinch to zoom in to fill the entire screen while watching show- Just press twice to rewind or rewind while watching the fixes We're bringing you even more improvements! Now you
can easily know which programs are available according to our Viki plan We are bringing you even more improvements! Now you can easily access our support articles and ask for help in the app. Enjoy a better full-screen viewing experience! - A tap to lock the screen- Easy to add comments from time to time - Just swipe up to quickly navigate to more episodes Than Bug fixes -
bug fixes - Bug fixes - Redesign video pages- Bug fixes and improvements - Add landing page creators to discover short videos about entertainment , lifestyle, cooking, language learning- Bug fixes and improvements - Add landing page creators to discover short videos about entertainment, lifestyle, cooking, language learning- Bug fixes and improvements - New Chromecast
experience with subtitle change support- Fixed videos can't play issues for some users.- Fixed some sub-issues for older devices - Bug fixes and Other improvements Fixing and improvements - Fixed video quality issues are lower on Chromecast- Bug fixes and other improvements - New Chromecast experience with subtitle change support - Fixed video can't play issues for
some users.- Fixed some older device sub-issues- Bug fixes and other improvements - New Viki Pass subscription page - Continue to decrease application size. Viki is even faster and lighter!- Bug fixes and improvements - New Viki Pass subscription page- Reduce app size even further. Viki is even faster and lighter!- Bug fixes and improvements - Improved video streaming
experience with improved performance and design- Users can now limit data usage by streaming HD only in wifi environments- Our app is now lighter and running faster with reduced app size.- Customize supported subtitle styles using device annots - Add problem reporting functionality on the video player- Make container tabs and celebrities swipe according to Google's
instructions - Other fixes and improvements - Add a customer support form on the settings page. You can now report the problem to us with more specific support.- Improve viki pass cancellation flow.- Content is re organized in the Add tab.- Fix the problem is logged out automatically- Fix the problem of playing video from the wrong location- Improve the video play experience- Fix
other errors and improvements Although it's hard to believe , has millions of fans of Asian movies, series, and music worldwide. Kpop and Kdramas are becoming increasingly popular even outside the main Asian countries producing content and services such as Rakuten Viki that allow all these fans to access a myst number of videos and songs of this nature. The service includes
a variety of Chinese, Korean, Taiwanese and Japanese products with huge stars such as Ji Sung, Min Ho, Kim So Hyun and many others who although completely unfamiliar to you are idols on the other side of the planet. And And Free by just putting up with some video ads. Main features We can watch the best series and movies produced in Korea, China, Taiwan and Japan. If
you have a favorite actor, you can search his profile with a lot of information about him, including the content he has been involved in. The collection tab allows us to access categories such as 'Best Kdramas', 'Kdramas with Kpop Idols' (let's just hope you don't understand one thing), 'the best romantic movies' or 'medical romance', among many others. This service includes
subtitles in more than 200 languages. Each section of content includes ratings and comments on behalf of the rest of the community. The Viki Pass, the premium plan of the service, allows us to remove ads and get early access to certain content. Content.
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